INSERT BATTERIES

Turn game over and press battery cover to slide open. Insert 4 "C" batteries, not included. For longer play, alkaline or long-life batteries are recommended.

CALL OUTS

- SERVE BUTTON
- PLAYER BUTTON FOR PRACTICE
- NET
- FORE COURT
- BACK COURT
- SKILL LEVEL SWITCH: PRO 1 or PRO 2
- 1 OR 2 PLAYER SWITCH
- PLAYER POSITION BUTTONS
OBJECT OF GAME

Using skill & timing, outplay your opponent to win the match.

HOW TO PLAY

Set skill level switch to practice, Pro 1 or Pro 2.

Practice setting is to help you develop your timing in volleying. The players stay in one position & only the player button nearest the serve button will return the ball.

Pro 1 is for normal play, Pro 2 for fast championship play.

Then move the player switch to either 1 player, where you play against the computer, or 2 player, you against your opponent. When the players appear at each end of the court, start the set by pressing your serve button. Each player must then try to control the volley by pressing the correct position button at the right time as the ball comes onto his side of the court. There are 6 different position buttons. Each one moves your player to a different area of the court: left back court, right back court, left mid-court, right mid-court, left net & right net.

Faults & double faults are controlled by the computer and occur randomly throughout the match.

SCORING

Score is kept as in regulation tennis. There are 4 points in a game: 15, 30, 40 and gamepoint. There are 6 games in a set. At the end of each volley, the score is flashed on the automatic score indicator. The score indicator also flashes a running count on how many games each player has won. When a player wins the set, a trophy appears on his side of the court and a fanfare is heard.
TAKING CARE OF YOUR GAME

Treat your Tomytronic™ Tennis game as you would any calculator.

Don’t drop it.

Don’t expose it to heat; for example, in the glove compartment of a car on a hot, sunny day or near a heater vent.

Avoid getting it wet or dirty.

Turn game off when not in use and remove batteries if you plan to store your game. Don’t leave dead batteries in the game.

Tennis takes 4 “C” size batteries, not included. Alkaline or long-life batteries are recommended for longer play.